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FUHCTIOW AHD USE OF TRMSFOl^lEKS
I IT KLB3TRIGAL WORK.
The development of large powers, the generation of
eleotrlcjal energy at remote distanoes from the points of distri-
bution and the effioient transmission of energy at high potentials
have been made possible through the flexibility obtained in alter-
nating current oirauits by the use of transformers.
The primary funotion of the transformer is to ohange
voltage or electrioal pressure and upon this prinoiple it beaomee
applioable in changing phase relations and facilitating the operat-
ion of various types of apparatus on the same circuit.
The first considerations in any pieoe of apparatus
after successful operation are aonoerned with the efficiency and
in this point the transformer is superior in operation to any
device, meohanical or electrical by which the character of any
form of energy is changed. High efficiency means low cost mainte-
nance which makes the transformer a success from the commercial
standpoint, and a corresponding degree of simplicity in mechanical
construction gives it favor from an engineering point of view.
In applying the transformer in actual service, the
engineer is confronted with the difficulty that each installation
has conditions peculiar to itself and any standardizations of
voltage or mechanical design must therefore extend over a large
range of varying circumstances. The amoimts of power to be trans-
mitted, the distances to be covered, methods of generation (whether
water power, steam, or gas), and character of country, all go
together in determining size and tjve of transformers as well as
voltage and frequency of the system.
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with the present day methods of oonstruat ion , trans-
formers are supplied in oorameroial sizes from the small 10 watt
potential types to immense 10000 K.w. power designs and the engineer
is prepared to go farther when oonditions require it.
In the range of voltage limitations the designing
engineer has passed far beyond those prescribed for transmission
systems whioh thus far have reached a maximum of 11,000 to 129,000
volts. Transformers have been repeatedly built for voltages two
to three times these valTies and although used for experimental and
theoretical investigations only, they have demonstrated their
adaptability to practical service.
The transformers for the generating station are used
to step up or raise the generating voltage to the proper value for
transmission. The extent of this increase is governed directly
by the distance to the center of distribution and the voltage
necessary to efficiently carry the power required is a factor in
deciding the type of transformer to be used.
If transmission voltage does not exceed 35000 volts
and units of reasonably large capacities are required, the air
blast type may be preferable. This selection is, of course , parti-
ally governed by the cost of obtaining water for oooling purposes
which in water poxver plants might make the water cooled type of
greater advantage. Self cooled transformers would not be selected
on account of cost unless transformers of small capacities were
desired
.
If for any reason it is desired to change the phase
relations between circuits or t o interconnect two and three phase
circuits, transformer ratios and voltages can be easily proporti-
oned for such operation. In the same manner, generators of
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different voltages and phases can be operated In parallel through
transfo nners
.
At the high tension limits of cities, it is neoessary
as a rule, to again change voltage stepping it down to a value which
the ordinances may specify as safe for that particular locality.
This may vary from lO.OCO down to 2300 volts, the latter voltage
being most commonly used for pole line distribution.
Power is generally distributed at the same phase as
transmitted and load is equally proportioned to avoid unbalancing
on the different phases.
The selection of transformers for the substation will
be governed by the size of units required and preferable method
of cooling. The self cooled transformer is often used where
capacity does not exceed 200 to 300 E.w, per unit. These transform-
ers require no attention whatever and avoid the use of cooling
apparatus
.
Low tension voltage for substation transformers is
dependent on the character of the supply circuits. If for induction
motor use either 57 5, 460 or 230 volts for 550, 440 or 220 volt
motors would be generally recommende -l
.
Transformers used with rotary converters for railway
power will have 370 volt secondaries for three-phase rotaries and
430 volt for six-phase machines. The following diagrams show
method of starting rotaries from taps on transformer secondaries
as recommended by the General Electric Company.
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For starting six-phase converters, two triple pole
double throw switches are used, connections being made as shown in
Fig.l. Switching for the three-phase rotary is effected by the
use of a double pole double throw switch connected as in Fig. 2.
When direct current is available, the rotary may be
started from the direct current end in the same manner as an ordi-
nary direct current motor by the use of a starting resistance.
\7hen this method is used it is necessary to synchronize or get the
rotary in step with the A.G. voltage before it can be connected
to the alternating current lines.
The following tabulation gives ratio of voltage
between alternating and direct current for two, three, and six:
phase rotaries.
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The earliest problems whioh confronted the transformer
designer were aonoerned with the dissipation of heat generated
within the transformer by the loss in its oore and ooils. The
solution of these problems has divided transformers into oertain
olasses determined by the method of oooling. The tjrpes in ooramon
use are the self oooled oil filled, the water aooled oil filled,
and the air blast.
In the oil filled transformers the heat is aarried
away from the aoils and aore by oonTeotion currents in the oil.
The heated oil ooses to the surface and flows Ontwarfl and descends
along the sides of the case from the outer surface of which the
heat is radiated into the air.
The self cooled transformers are placed in cases which
have corrugated sides to give extra radiating surface. These
transformers are not, as a rule, built in capacities larger than
500 k.w. as the cost increases very rapidly and transformftrs must
be very heavy for larger units ,
In the water cooled type the heat is carried away by
water forced through a coil of pipe which is placed where the oil
is hottest at the top of the transformer. These transformers are
generally placed in smooth boiler rlate tanlrs.
Air blast transformers, as the name indicates, are
cooled by forcing a current of air through ducts provided between
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the ooils and between seot ionalized portions of the 3or©. The
Gooling air enters the transformer at the bottom and by an arrange-
ment of dampers and baffling plates ie aefleoted horizontally-
through the core and vertiaally through the coils.
In oases where the voltage and oapaoities are auoh that
either water cooled or air blast transformers may be used, it is
often difficult to make a selection between the two types. The
first cost of the air blast transformer is neoesparily greater
than for the water cooled of the same rating but the installation
is extremely simple. The water cooled type is much heavier and
consequently requires heavier apparatus for installing. It is also
necessary to fill the water cooled transformers with oil before
operating and much care must be exercised in this process to prevenj
any moisture being taken in with the oil.
The auxiliary cooling apparatus for the air blast trans-
former consists of a blower outfit usually driven by a motor taking
power from the low tension side of the transformers. A duct or
chamber of considerable size is required under the transformers
in order to conduct the cooling air to them. A system of piping
for cooling water is required for the water cooled transformer
and in cases where there is not a sufficient head of water avail-
able pumps must be used.
The air blast transformers require extra space for
cooling apparatus which is unnecessary with water cooled trans-
formers unless pumps are included in the cooling system.
Air blast transformers are open at the top and should
not he located where there is much dust or dirt or where water is
liable to fall on them.
The water cooled transformers are completely enclosed
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but are not suitable for use out of doors as leads and
bushings
are not of weatherproof Gonstruat ion
.
The air blast transformer makes a muah neater
aprearing
installation than the water cooled as leads may be
oonveniently
looated in the base and all wiring carried beneath
the floor.
In point of operation both transformers are
equally
reliable. The losses are practically the same
although the propo^
rtion of iron and copper loss is somewhat different,
the copper
loss of the air blast transformers being a smaller
part of the
total.
The arrangement of windings and core divide
transform-
ers into two classes designated as core or
shell type. In the core
type design, coils of cylindrical form are used
and are so arranged
as to encircle the iron core; shell type
transformers have flat
pan cake coils which are surrounded by the iron
core. The follow-
ing diagrams illustrate the principal differences
between the two
types. These differences appear both in the magnetic
circuit and
form of coils.
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The core type cj onstruc tlon gives a very light
trans-
former ^^ich is easily repaired as ooils are outside
of the iron
and entire windings may be taken from the
transformer by simply
removing the upper end sheets of the oore.
For transformers of moderate oapaoities where
primary
currents are not high, it is desirable to use tound
wire for aoils,
This can be most efficiently aoaomplished in the
eylindrioal form
of ooil used in the oore type design. These
aoils c^an be easily
insulated and are of rugged meohanicsal eonstruation
.
core type transformers are eoonomically built in
oapaaities up to 5C0 K.w. and may be either self
cooled or water
oooled. In the three-phase oore type, an extra
leg of the aore
is added for the third phase.
For transformers of larger aapaoities where
great
masses of iron and aopper are used the shell
type design gives a
more rugged meahaniaal structure. The use of
copper strip in
windings also make it desirable to use the pan cake
form of
coils. Air blast transformers are of fehell type
construction as
are the larger sizes of oil cooled and water
cooled transformers.
From an eleotrioal standpoint there iv. very
little
difference between the t^P types of construction.
The choice,
therefore, of either type is governed almost entirely
by mechani-
cal construction.
Several years ago the General Eleatric Gompany
brought
out a modified core type design for lighting
transformers. This
transformer is virtually a oore type structure in whi^h
the wind-
ings are plaoed on one leg and the iron circuit
divided into
four parts and swung to positions 90 degrees apart.
Such an
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arrangement is essentially oore type by virtue of the oonstrujtion
and form of its ooils end is simply an evolution from older types.
The distributed core type oonstrucjtion gives a aompaot
oylindriaal transformer whioh is electrically symmetrical . The
arrangement of coils is such that large surfaces come in contact
with the oil, insuring rapid carrying away of heat. Combining all
coils on one leg also results in a shorter mean length of turn
with consequent reduction in copper loss and improvement in regu-
lation.
In all core type designs it is necessary to equally
distribute the windings to insure symmetrical inductive conditions
on both legs of the transformer core. The general arrangement of
coils for the "T" connection used in transforming from three to
two phase is shown in the following diagrams.

It aan be seen from the above diagrams that if current
be drawn from any of the taps It must flow over an equal number of
turns on each leg of the transformer, thus preventing any unbalen-
aed effeot in the magnetic circuit
.
In cases where three-phase voltage is so high that
windings cannot be connected as above, the two-phase winding is
connected permanently in multiple to insure an equal distribution
of magnetic effects under variable instantaneous conditions. The
following diagram shows this arrangement.
The points TOneerning the distribution of windings are
rarely given attention by those not identified with transformer
design and this fact accounts for the numerous requests for
three-phase - two-phase transformers supplied with starting taps,
et cetera. It can readily be seen from the preoeeding diagrams
that it is almost impospible to supply starting taps in addition
to the regular taps and still have transformer units interchange-
able .
The idea of distributing windings applies to the arrange
-raent for starting taps and three-wire lighting transformers as
well. The following diagrams show arrangement of ?;indings having
-IC-

fifty per oent or one third and two thirds tape.
Coff£. STf^ucTuner
Di\/tstCiN or SecoNonRY Coils
Quite often in installations having low voltage three-
phase C50nverters, a three-wire S77stem is used on the direot current
Girouit, and the cjommon return is "brought back to neutral point
of the transforiner seoondaries. Suoh transformers must have
7/indings intersonneoted to prevent any resulting flux from the
direot current. The following diagrams and data illustrate this
idea and apply to aatual propositions which have heen submitted:
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Dme/iflM For fluroT-RaNSFof\MER Fen Use With
CON\/ERTER Wt-TH J? WiHS OX. SYSTEM
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When six-phase oonverters are used it is a.meoessary
to interaonneat transformers to compensate for direct current flux,
as current enters middle of transformer windings and dividing, flown
non-inductively to the alternating current lines.
•e IfD.c.
OiSllSION OF D.C. INTO ^IK Ph/^SE CfFfCUlT
Auto transformers which are used to obtain a point
of neutral potential for three-wire direct current generators are
subject to the seme considerations as those which supply power for
three-wire rotary circuits. These generators are equivalent to
a rotary converter in theory, and most any niunber of rings may be
used. The four ring connection requiring two compensators has
been quite frequently used but the tendencies of late have been
toward the more simple three ring arrangement. The following
table shows the comparative costs of auto transformers which may
"be nred .
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Style or c cnnecti on H.W Cost
"r" (Ti^/O UNIT5} in 7a
"r" (SiNQL^E Unit)
Intef^ connecteio ^^Y" (sINQLeUNin 113 7c 93 7^
QuRf\TER PHfiSE (Ti^o Units) J 00 7, /oo%
In nearly all transmission propositions step-down
transformers must be supplied with several taps to compensate
for line drop. The reoommendations applying to oore tjrpe trans-
formers are strongly in opposition to maMng suoh tap ranges
greater than ten per aent.
It is not always understood hy oastomers why this
stand is taken, the general impression being that a tap means
putting a oonneation at the proper turn only. The core type
transformer by virtue of its construotion must necesf-arily be of
symmetrical design. If a number of turns are out out of either
winding a strain is immediately plaoed upon the ooil supports
due to the magnetic reaction between windings which causes the
coils to have a tendency to center themselves. There is also
another ob;3ectional feature resulting from the counter E.il.F.
due to leakage across the uncovered portion of the windings.
These difficulties can sometimes be successfully
obviated by winding tap coils the full length of the winding
spaae or by multiplying parts of the windings as shown in the
following figures. In all ca£es where full capacity is to be
given at the tap voltages, an extra copper section must be
supplied for the increased current and decreased radiating
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surface cfthe cjoils.
r/?^ C0IL5 /A/ MULTIPLE
The same troubles do not appear In the shell type
designs as any numher of turns or ooils may he cut out without
destroying the symmetry of the structure. A ten per cent range,
however, most generally gives ample leeway to take care of line
drop in a well designed system.
At the present time the most common method of trans-
mission of power is by the use of a three-phase system. This is
due in a large measure to the simplicity of the system which
requires the use of but three conductors. Three phase apparatus
is also advantageous on account of lack of complication and its
great flexibility.
The methods of connecting transformers for operation
on circuits of more or less than three phases are practically
the same as for single phase oircuits. The .jonditions governing
three phase operation are somewhat different and the advantages
of different combinations open s large field for study.
Y HiF>. Tension - Delta Low Tension
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This arrangeraent is very oommonly used end {generally
meets favor with hoth the transformer designer and oonsiiltlng
engineer. The "Y" oonnection on the high tension side allows
the use of a transformer whloh Is from five to eight per oent
cheaper to build than one wound for delta aonneation at the
same voltage. A transformer for "Y" oonneation has praatlaally
the same winding as one for a volts^-e 57% of the three-phase
voltage except that extra insulation is added on aoaount of the
higher potential strain.
^;hen three single-phase transformers are connected
with a "Y" connection on the primary and no delta connection
on the secondaries, there i^ill be triple harmonic voltage in-
duced due to the hysteresis in the iron. This is due to the
fact that for an impressed sine wave shaped S.M.F., there must
be existing a triple harmonic in the magnetizing current and
consequently a triple harmonic voltage. This voltage will
form a resultant with the fundamental voltage induced in the
windings thus producing an unstable neutral and greatly accenting
the oscillatory disturbances which are Inherent to high tension
systems
.
It is therefore obvious that the "Y" connection on
both primary and secondary is undesirable unless there is a
closed delta across one of the circuits to suppress the triple
harmonic or other means are tal^en to Insure a stable neutral
point.
If secondary windings must be connected in "Y" as is
frequently the case ^rhen a neutral point must be had on the low
tension system, the high tension windings should be connected
in delta to obviate the difficulties outlined in the proceeding
-15-

paragraph. This makes a more expensive arrangement but should
be adhered to if possible.
Delta High - Delta Low Tension
1
This arrangement is more expensive than the Y delta
and requires the use of auxiliary apparatus if a neutral point
must be obtained. An advantage over the Y delta arrangement is
that in case one transformer beoomes damaged about 60% of the
total load csan be carried on the remaining two when operating
in open delta.
The advisability of operating jlrrans formers connected
open delta is a much discussed question. It is occasionally
recommended by engineers and in such cases transformers must be
designed with extra copper-to allow for the fifteen percent
idle current flowing in the windings. It is difficult to under
stand why this connection is ever considered except for emerge-
ncy cases. The two specially designed units cost nearly as
much as three separate units and considerably more than a three
phase transformer for the same kilowatt output. The lagging
current in the open delta arrangement makes regulation much
poorer, and the unsymetrical arrangement causes unreliable
operation at the higher voltages.
T High Tension - T Low Tension
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Transfer mers using T oonneotion theoret ioally should
give better results than the open delta arrangement but it seems
that this scheme is comparable with the Y-Y connect ion as regard^
the elimination of the higher frequency harmonics, and trouble
from an unstable neutral point.
^
Y High Tension - Diametrical Low Tension
_N-C:his connection is used quite frequently in railway
work where power is supplied for six-phase rotary converters.
There is some question, however, about this scheme on the
grounds that it is practically equivalent to the Y-Y connection
and consequently open to the resulting disturbances which occur
in circuits having no closed delta. If it is proven that the
delta connection is necessary on the high tension side, there
will be a resulting increase in transformer cost.
A double delta secondary might be supplied as an
alternative but this arrangement is more complicated and is not
applicable to the switching methods used in starting rotary
converters.
Under the subject of phase transformation the "T"
or Scott connection is the most important being much used in
adapting three-phase machinery for receiving power from two-
phase transmission lines and also in arranging two-phase light-
ing circuits for operation from three-phase circuits. This
latter arrangement is not extensively used and the "Scott"
connection may therefore be regarded as something which must
be used to fit certain existing conditions.
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If voltages are nearly equal, a large saving may be
shown "by the use of the oompensated '*T" conneotion whioh is an
application of the auto-transformer for this work. The following
data shows the method of aaloulating current values and equivalent
transformer oapaolty required:
2 PHflSE LINES
3 PHftSET Ll t^ES
T IN 6-7 f^NO ^-6 = ZPh/ise: Line cu^fKENT
I IN 3-6 = DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ThRE£ no
Two PhRSE OUF{F\ENrS
iN * 3PHr
Compensator FOR Zooo H,w, Gi.ccv(BP.>^
. .
^ PH JT ^
X 7-4 ^No 3^Q ^
CfiP^CTY or MniN ^
CRP/JC/TY QF TE/ISEFi
£^9UlV. Tf\/iNS. /30 Kiv.
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Regarding the relative merits of single-phase and
three-phase transformers, no speoifia rule can be given sinoe
both types are equally reliable.
Single phase transformers are to be preferred where
only one group of transformers is installed and where the expense
of a spare unit would not be justified. In suoh installations
a burnout in one phase would not necessitate an entire shut
down and damaged transformer could be removed from cirouit and
repaired while the remaining tv/o are in operation.
A three-phase shell type transformer which has primary
and secondary windings delta connected may be operated in a like
manner by short circuiting both windings of the damaged phase.
Repairs, however, could not be made until transformer is removed
from the circuit.
In large installations where there are a number of
transformers it is generally advisable to install three-phase
units for the following reasons:
1. - 7/eight less than three single phase transfofmer s
.
2. - Connections ext;remely simple - only three primary and
three secondary leads are brought out of the tanks.
3. - Require less floor space than three single phase units
4. - Transformers are compact and of neat appearance.
The construction of three-phase transformers is
practically the same as for single-phase. The following diagrams
show the arrangement of core and coils for both the core type and
shell type.
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A very interesting oomplaint developed recently
when two three-phase transformers were to he oonneated in para-
llel. Machines were of five hundred kilowatt oapaaity, one
having been supplied several years ago. The original trans-
former was of shell type oonstruotion and the second, which was
to be used for parallel operation, was of core- type design.
The designing engineers were very careful to propo-
rtion impedance and reactance values correctly, to insure
successful division of load but customer found that no matter
what combination was made with two leads there was always a
difference of potential equal to the square root of three times
normal voltage between the third leads. Upon investigation it
was found that the magnetic rotation in the two transformers
was in opposing directions and changing the leads only moved
the difficulty one hundred and twenty degrees through space in
either direction as shown below.
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BS'
?rogres{?ion of core type windings v;as reversed and
transformers were immediately paralleled.
R' '3' 'C'
The following table shows aorabinations whiah may be
made of transformer banks for parallel operation. Ten oombina*
tions of phases are possible. Six of these will operate viz.,
BAITK "A"
Low potential High potential
BAM "B"
low Potential High PotentialL
1
2
3
4
5
6
Delta
Y
Delta
Y
Delta
Delta
Delta
Y
Delta
Y
Y
Y
Delta
Y
Y
Delta
Delta
Y
Delta
Y
Y
Delta
Y
Delta
The remaining four will not work in parallel, vis!,.
BATIK "A"
Low Potential High Potential
BATIK "B"
Low Potential High Potential
7 Delta
8 Delta
9 Y
10 Y
Delta
Y
Delta
Y
Delta
Delta
Y
Y
Y
Delta
Y
Delta
The reasonp for the unsatisfacstory operation of
these oombinations is obvious from the following diagrams.
Referring to oorabinatlon II0.8, aonsidering the low tension
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windings already paralleled and the high tension side open,
the phase diagraxns are as follows where A B C, a b a, repres
one hank and X Y Z. x y z, the second.
It is evident from the ahove diagrams that if b and y
be joined to parallel the high tension side, a phase displace-
ment will result between a and x and q and z and should these
points be connected, this displacement will cause heavy short
circuits and interrupt service with disasterous effects to the
system
.
In point of reliability of the transformer, it is far
ahead of other types of electrical apparatus. While it has an
advantage in having no moving parts, its position in the trans-
mission system is such that a ,freat number of rigorous conditi-
ons such as result from lighting, abnormal voltages from line
surges, ^:C., must be successfully taken care of.
Two almost diametrically opposite uses of the trans-
former which do not come under the head of power transmission
are found in wireless telegraphy installations and electrolytic
work. The former service 'requires high voltage and very little
current while the latter calls for enormous currents at very
low voltages. The great developments in both of these fields
have be-n made possible by the flexibility of the transformer.
The earlier designs of transformers, like other
electrical apparatus, were very crude. Losses were high and
-22"

prohibitive heating seemed to indioate that units over 25 K.w.
oapaoity would be almost an imrossibilit y
.
Ingenious arrangement of oooling ducts and the various
schemes for auxiliary pooling have overcome these early difficu-
lties to such an exteht that there seems to be no limit to capa-
cities which can be successfully built and operated.
Along with these improvements in construction there
has been a steady reduction in losses. The quality of steel for
cores has been constantly bettered and new insulating materials
more effectively placed have aided in reducing copper losses.
The transformer of the present day needs no defense.
Its high efficiency, simplicity of design, reliability of opera-
tion, and useful appli'^ations to many classes of service gives
it a most distinctive and prominent position in electrical work.
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